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Deaths are listed if they can be put down to "Fortress Europe"
(border militarisation, asylum laws, accommodation, detention policy, deportations, carrier sanctions…) page 25            

List of 22.394 documented deaths of asylum seekers, refugees and migrants due to the restrictive policies of Fortress Europe
Documentation as on 19 June 2015 by UNITED

Death by Policy - Time for Change! Campaign information: 
Facebook: UNITED Against Refugee Deaths, UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, Twitter: @UNITED__Network #AgainstRefugeeDeaths

UNITED for Intercultural Action, European network against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of migrants and refugees

Postbus 413 NL-1000 AK Amsterdam phone +31-20-6834778, fax 31-20-6834582, info@unitedagainstracism.org, www.unitedagainstracism.org

The UNITED List of Deaths can be freely re-used, translated and re-distributed, provided source (www.unitedagainstracism.org) is mentioned. Researchers can obtain this list with more data in xls format from UNITED.
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name country of origin cause of death source

12/01/02 1 Metin Güngör (18, man) unknown shot to death while trying to cross the border between Turkey and Iran HRFT
12/01/02 1 Hasan Kalkan (15, boy) unknown shot to death while trying to cross the border between Turkey and Iran HRFT
09/01/02 1 Ali Muhammet Musa El Decil Iraq frozen to death trying to cross Turkish-Greek border illegally near Edirne (TR) HRFT
04/01/02 1 Mohammad Hussein (25, man) Iran suicide, hung himself in the shower of refugee centre in Schneckenstein (D) ARI

in 2002 4 N.N. unknown drowned trying to cross the Iranian-Turkish border near Örtülü (TR) HRFT
in Jan 02 1 N.N. Somalia drowned, forced by smugglers to cross river March (SK-A) by swimming Der Standard
in Jan 02 19 N.N. (9 children) Afghanistan died of hypothermia, found dead in mountains near Turkish-Iranian border Spits/VK/MNS/HRFT/BBC/NCAs/IstitutoInnocenti/NCAs
01/01/02 1 Souleyman Diallo (28, man) Guinea suicide, jumped off a bridge in Tyneside (GB) in fear of deportation CARF/IRR/NCADC/ERB

in 2002 4 N.N. North Africa drowned, dead bodies discovered by Spanish police near Cabo de Gata (E) ANP/AFP
01/01/02 1 N.N. (man) unknown electrocuted on top of a train in the Channel Tunnel heading for the GB IRR
01/01/02 4 N.N. unknown shot by Turkish border police (TR) HRW
01/01/02 26 N.N. unknown Froze to death in remote mountain crossings while trying to reach Turkey (TR) HRW
27/12/01 1 N.N (young man) Algeria drowned, trying to clandestinely get onboard a merchant ship anchored near Ceuta (E/MA) MNS
23/12/01 4 N.N. Iraq died in minefield in Northern Greece trying to cross the Turkish-Greek border MNS/AP
17/12/01 4 N.N. Africa drowned, found dead on a beach in Punta Aceituno, Canary Islands (E) MNS/MUGAK
12/12/01 1 N.N. (man) Gambia found dead  in a Spanish police station while in detention MUGAK
11/12/01 4 N.N. (young men) Romania stowaways, found dead inside container in port Livorno (I) on way to Canada MNS/AFP/NCADC/DPA/NCADC
11/12/01 2 N.N. (man, woman) unknown stowaways, died inside cargo container on vessel on way from Italy to Canada MNS/AFP
09/12/01 7 N.N. Maghreb reportedly drowned after shipwreck near Fuerteventura (E) MUGAK
08/12/01 1 Hasan Kalendergil (41, man) Turkey stowaway, suffocated in cargo container from Belgium to Ireland, Kurd AFP/VK/SZ/MET/AP/NCADC/MNS/Waterford News/RTE/KO/MN/NCADC/MUGAK/INDie
08/12/01 1 Kalendar Kalendergil (12, boy) Turkey stowaway, suffocated in cargo container from Belgium to Ireland, Kurd AFP/VK/SZ/MET/AP/NCADC/MNS/Waterford News/RTE/KO/MN/NCADC/MUGAK/INDie
08/12/01 1 Zeliha Kalendergil (10, girl) Turkey stowaway, suffocated in cargo container from Belgium to Ireland, Kurd AFP/VK/SZ/MET/AP/NCADC/MNS/Waterford News/RTE/KO/MN/NCADC/MUGAK/INDie
08/12/01 1 Saniye Guler (28, woman) Turkey stowaway, suffocated in cargo container from Belgium to Ireland, Kurd AFP/VK/SZ/MET/AP/NCADC/MNS/Waterford News/RTE/KO/MN/NCADC/MUGAK/INDie
08/12/01 1 Berkan Guler (4, boy) Turkey stowaway, suffocated in cargo container from Belgium to Ireland, Kurd AFP/VK/SZ/MET/AP/NCADC/MNS/Waterford News/RTE/KO/MN/NCADC/MUGAK/INDie
08/12/01 1 Imam Guler (9, boy) Turkey stowaway, suffocated in cargo container from Belgium to Ireland, Kurd AFP/VK/SZ/MET/AP/NCADC/MNS/Waterford News/RTE/KO/MN/NCADC/MUGAK/INDie
08/12/01 1 Mostafa Demir (23, man) Turkey stowaway, suffocated in cargo container from Belgium to Ireland, Kurd AFP/VK/SZ/MET/AP/NCADC/MNS/Waterford News/RTE/KO/MN/NCADC/MUGAK/INDie
08/12/01 1 Yuksel Ucaroglu (26, man) Turkey stowaway, suffocated in cargo container from Belgium to Ireland, Kurd AFP/VK/SZ/MET/AP/NCADC/MNS/Waterford News/RTE/KO/MN/NCADC/MUGAK/INDie

in Dec 01 2 N.N. Afghanistan drowned trying to reach Greece from Turkey with a dinghy AFP
in Dec 01 4 N.N. Afghanistan reportedly drowned, trying to reach Greece from Turkey with a dinghy AFP
in Dec 01 2 N.N. (men) Iraq Kurds, drowned in Southern Adriatic (I) being dumped in sea by smugglers IRR
in Dec 01 1 N.N. (pregnant woman) Iraq Kurd, drowned in Southern Adriatic (I) being dumped in sea by smugglers IRR
in Dec 01 1 N.N. (young man) Morocco drowned, trying to swim from deserted Island ashore near Aegean coast (TR) WB
28/11/01 1 N.N. (baby) Kosovo pneumonia, after insufficient medical care waiting for place in ref. camp in Austria Rosa Antifa
28/11/01 1 N.N. (man) Maghreb drowned, thrown off a boat near Fuerteventura (E) MUGAK
25/11/01 1 Joseph Crentsil (39, man) Ghana fell from 3rd floor in London (GB) as immigration officials attempted to detain him CARF/NCADC/IRR
25/11/01 1 N.N. (30, man) Cameroon stowaway, died of hypothermia in ramp of cargo ship between Ivory Coast//NL AmsStadsblad/VK
25/11/01 1 N.N. (man) Maghreb drowned, found floating off the coast of Ceuta (E/MA) MUGAK
22/11/01 1 Ricky Bishop (25, man) unknown died in police custody (Brixton-GB) after being arrested, handcuffed and assaulted. IRR/INDgb
09/11/01 1 Ngoz-Dung Hoang (41) Vietnam suicide, jumped from a building in Berlin (D) in fear of deportation ARI
09/11/01 2 N.N. Comoros reportedly drowned near Majicavo after boat sank trying to reach Mayotte (F) Mayotte sans frontires
07/11/01 1 N.N. (man) Sudan drowned near Bodrum in Turkey when smugglers boat capsized  VK
07/11/01 12 N.N. (men) Nigeria drowned, when vessel capsized near Bodrum at South-West cost of Turkey MNS/VK/AFP
06/11/01 5 N.N. Sudan drowned, after vessel capsized near the South-West coast of Turkey MNS/DPA
06/11/01 1 N.N. (man) unknown hit by a car while escaping police who forced Afghani/Pakistani refugees into a bus DPA

in Nov 01 1 N.N. (woman) Ecuador died trying to escape out of a hospital window in Milan (I) having no correct papers IRR
30/10/01 1 N.N. (boy) unknown stowaway, fallen from lorry and rolled onto motorway from B to Calais (F) MNS
28/10/01 1 N.N. (boy) North Africa stowaway, crushed by trailer of lorry he hid under going from MA to Algeciras (E) MNS/MUGAK
25/10/01 1 N.N. (28, man) Georgia drowned, near Guben (D) trying to swim accross river Neisse (PL-D) ARI
25/10/01 25 N.N. Comoros reportedly drowned after boat sank trying to reach Mayotte (F) Mayotte sans frontires
23/10/01 1 N.N. (man) Sub-Saharan Africa drowned in the Strait of Gibraltar, in attempt to swim to Spain from MA MUGAK
18/10/01 1 Omid Jamil Ali (21, man) Kurdistan died after jumping off a bridge onto a train at the French end of Channel Tunnel IRR
18/10/01 15 N.N. Comoros reportedly drowned after shipwreck trying to reach Mayotte (F) Mayotte sans frontires
15/10/01 1 N.N. (27, woman) unknown died from exhaustion in hold of vessel from Turkey to Italy, reportedly pregnant Reu
06/10/01 7 N.N. Comoros drowned near Mayotte (F) after shipwreck of a boat carrying 25 migrants Mayotte sans frontires
30/09/01 1 N.N. (±30, man) unknown died in minefield in Northern Greece trying to cross the Turkish-Greek border MNS
19/09/01 1 Hamid Bakiri (30, man) Algeria suicide, hanged himself in a police cell in Les Grisons (CH) in fear of deportation MNS/IRR
19/09/01 1 Samuel Yeboah (man) Ghana died after a fire in the refugee centre in Saarlouis-Fraulautern (D) Indymedia/SFR
17/09/01 5 N.N. Morocco drowned near Mulay Buselham (MA) after shipwreck of a boat trying to reach Spain (E) ELM
12/09/01 3 N.N. (men) unknown drowned, decomposing bodies washed ashore in Cabestrante in El Ejido (E) MNS/ODP
09/09/01 13 N.N. Morocco drowned, bodies washed ashore near Rabat (MA) after shipwreck MNS/AP/IRR/ODP
09/09/01 41 N.N. Morocco reportedly drowned, missing after shipwreck near Rabat (MA) MNS/AP/IRR/ODP
06/09/01 2 N.N. unknown stowaway, found dead in a cargo ship in Seville (E) ODP
05/09/01 5 N.N. unknown drowned in the attempt to swim to the beach of the Greek island of Evia DPA

in Sep 01 5 N.N. unknown died during boat trip on old defective vessel from Turkey to Greece DPA
23/08/01 9 N.N. Africa drowned, thrown overboard by smugglers near Canary Island of Lobos (E) MNS/AP
22/08/01 4 N.N. unknown drowned, forced to swim ashore in Almería (E) but did not know how to swim MNS/AP
21/08/01 1 Nasser Ahmed (36, man) Eritrea suicide, found hanged in Nelson (GB) after his asylum claim was refused MNS/IRR/CARF/NCADC
20/08/01 1 N.N.  (young man) North Africa drowned on her way to Spain, found north of Cabo de Tres Forcas (MA) MNS
20/08/01 1 N.N. (±20, man) Kosovo drowned, jumped overboard from a ferry near Dover (GB) during deportation CARF/IRR/MNS
19/08/01 2 N.N. Africa drowned when boat sank off Fuerteventura (Canary Island, E) MNS
19/08/01 3 N.N. Africa reportedly drowned, boat sank off Fuerteventura (Canary Island, E) MNS
18/08/01 1 N.N. unknown body found during police operation near the coast of Tarifa (E) OBP
13/08/01 2 N.N. (minors) Africa decaying bodies found in the hold of Panamanian vessel in La Coruna (E) MNS
11/08/01 8 N.N. Comoros reportedly drowned after shipwreck near Mayotte (F)
09/08/01 1 N.N. (man) North Africa drowned on his way to Spain, found near the beach of Bolonia in Tarifa (E) MNS/ODP
09/08/01 1 N.N. (man) Morocco found dead while in police custody in Ceuta (E/MA) ODP
08/08/01 11 N.N. unknown reportedly drowned, boat was found drifting (E) ODP
06/08/01 26 N.N. Comoros reportedly drowned after boat sank trying to reach Mayotte (F) Mayotte sans frontires
06/08/01 2 N.N. Comoros reportedly drowned after boat sank trying to reach Mayotte (F) Mayotte sans frontires
05/08/01 1 N.N. (5 year old girl) Comoros drowned near Anjouan (E) after shipwreck trying to reach Mayotte (F) Mayotte sans frontires
03/08/01 1 Johnson O. (19) Nigeria jumped from court house window in Vienna (A), asylum claim had been rejected MNS/Malmoe


